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Regulators /  Alternate Air / Accessories

Quick Deploy Pony System
The Ultimate Alternate Air Solution

A Pony System is the ultimate alternate air
solution, providing a completely redundant and
independent air supply. Zeagle offers both large
and compact Pony Systems.  An example of a really
compact system is the Quick Deploy Pony
System.

Multiple grommets allow the Quick Deploy Pony
System to be mounted easily on a variety of BCs
and Back-Plate Systems.  The downward position
of the RaZor regulator allows easy access.

 

 

 

The picture below shows the Quick-Deploy Pony
System installed under the right side Bladder Wing
of a Zeagle Stiletto BC.  The Quick Release on the
Envoy Octo (red) can be easily seen from this
angle.  The bungee cord in the neck of the Quick
Deploy Pouch can be adjusted tightly so that the
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tank will not pull loose when another diver uses
the Envoy Octo, or it can be adjusted more
loosely so that the whole system can be removed
from the pouch and handed to the other diver.

Refilling the bottle is done with the supplied yoke
transfiller which allows the RaZor 1st stage to fill
off of another standard yoke valve Scuba cylinder.
To see a video on the transfiller and how to
properly engage and disengage the

transfiller, click here.
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Great Performance
4 LP Ports

Combination Valve/1st
Stage

Non-Swivel
Dry Weight: 4.00lbs

A flexible and versatile
way to attach
accessories
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